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the same conservatism in every department of life.
It accounts for the persistence of war and other
follies; it accounts for the slow.progress of the great
idea for which we stand—the spiritual nature of man.
Only here and there do those with initiative strike out
into new points of view, new lines of action. The rest
have to be driven Out of them by some severe shook.
Something that tears them forcibly from the old super
stitions. There may well be some great shocks ahead
for the' race. The new spirit that is flowing into the
world will melt some of the old forms and moulds in
which life Still remains—the remainder, if they are
too hard and stubborn, it will rend and shatter.

NOTES BY THE WAY.
■

” THE LONDONER g AS DOWSER.

I
I

From one of his chatty articles in the Evening
News' lately, we learned that “ The Londoner ”—that
fine literary stylist—is a dowser. He Was a guest at
a country house, and his host who had been sinking
hew wells, was employing water-diviners to tell him
Where to dig; “ The Londoner,” curious about the
matter, cut himself a forked twig, and held'it lightly
in his hand as he walked and talked with;, his friend.
Suddenly the twig bent downward. “It was as
though an unseen hand had been laid on the fork of
it, pressing it down,” and so “ The Londoner ” is
able to confirm the testimony of so many water
diviners-who have testified in Light and elsewhere to
the feality of dowsing—not only for water, we may
add, but also for metals. “ The Londoner ” makes a
passing reference to Sir William Barrett,, who, as we
know, spent many years in investigating the matter,
and could write from observation and experience. He
also alludes to another man of science who, being
“ cocksure with a mighty cocksureness,” affirms that
dowsing belongs to the “ superstitions of a pre-scientifie age.” How well we know that kind of “ scientist,”
not only jn connection with dowsing but other
piyst.eries of ;Nature not a whit less real!. But these
-mysteries are the; “ treasures of. the humble. ” They
are not-given to the conceited and the cocksure,.
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'new forces and old forms.
Two nien were discussing the other day the tragedy
Of the outcasts in the London streets at' night. One of
them-1—a former Poor Law official—maintained that
there was no heed for the sufferings of these unhappy
folk. Ample7 provision Was made for the destitute by
the Poor Law.* They could gain food and shelter if
they wished. The other man objected that some of
these Wretched people were probably deterred by a
sense of self-respect.
They dreaded; the taint of the
workhouse and the casual ward. His friend admitted
that this might bo the case in some instances, but
m®st ,af them, he said, had lost what little self-respect
they possessed. He held that the main reason was
an obstinate 'conservatism—a tendency to remain
Supinely in the old grooves of habit and custom.
There is a good deal to be said for this argument.
Every close observer of human nature is struck by
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THE MYSTERY OF WIRELESS,

From ■ a newspaper cutting containing an article
bn wifeless, we take some reflections that struck us as
pregnant with suggestion.
The writer remarks on
• tlie difficulty some people find in understanding wire
less because there is nothing to be seen—no wheels
going round, no mechanical and visible motion. He
remarks that Sir. Oliver, that great master of the
wireless, method, can make ciear the problem of in
ductance and capacity by the idea of a spring with a
weight on it, and only in that way can many listeners
get any understanding of the question.
But even
when one has examined every part of a wireless set
it is very difficult, if not impossible, .to think in terms
of electricity, at all. It is always baffling, after watch
ing^ ordinary. machinery at work, to discover what
force is really operating in the apparatus of wireless.
The writer of the article may well wonder how long it
will take;-the. human race to acquire an “ instinct ”
about electricity remembering that the ordinary kind
of machinery has only been in existence for a few
generations.
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The Great Problem.—The name of Mr. G. Lindsay JohnSon, M.A., M.D., will be known to Spiritualists, Psychical Re
searchers and enquirers in all parts of the world. A man of
deep- learning, unusual scientific attainment and wide interests,
he has for many years investigated the possibilities of survival
and communication.
Dr. Lindsay Johnson’s two sons were
killed in the Great War, and he claims to have obtained mess
ages. from them.
Our readers will [earn with interest that a
hew illustrated volume, entitled The Great Problem, from the
pen of Dr. Lindsay Johnson, with a Preface by Sk Arthur
Conan Doyle, will shortly be put on the market by; the house of
Hutchinson at the price) of ids. The book is expected to he oh
sale next January.
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By MADAME E. D’ESPERANCE.

of the figure within except the hand whH
grasped that of the medium, and a pair of ey*,
that peered anxiously towards the light. Th?.
figure made an effort to advance, but it seeing
almost as if some invisible barrier effectually pre,
vented it from crossing the threshold. It retire^
again, leaving the medium standing alone; the
light, probably, was too strong.

(Continued from Page 595.)
Among the investigators who obtained the very
best results were some friends in Norway. They were
exceptional people in many ways, and sufficiently inter
ested in these questions to sacrifice much in order to
arrive at some satisfactory conclusion respecting
them. They comprised the then chief of the Telegraph
Department, the chief of the Board of Directors of
Railways, a Judge of the Criminal Court, the Editor
of the principal newspaper, a clergyman of the
Lutheran Church, a celebrated novelist and playwright,
a physician, a barrister, three professors from the
University, and one or two merchants, and an equal
number of ladies, several of whom were writers or
painters, each well-known in her particular line—in all
about twenty-five persons.

They had all studied this subject, were all known
to me, and had all experimented for a longer or shorter
time.
They proposed amongst themselves each to
make a special preparation in order to test the value
of good conditions so insistently urged by the spirits.
They proposed to abstain from all alcohol in any form,
all tobacco, and all drugs for six months; at the end
of the third month to begin a series of twelve seances
held weekly; no other person to be admitted during
the series, and no one to absent himself, under any
circumstances, except on account of illness. These
terms were proposed to me, and I consented to submit
myself to the same conditions; and also that I would
undertake the journey (some fifteen hours by railway)
each week. Several others had long journeys to make,
but during the twelve seances only once was anyone
ever absent (the consequence of an accident on the
road). Each person kept notes of his or her experi
ences, and at ,the end of the series the results were
made public. Several of the members of the circle pub
lished accounts of the seances, some in book form,
some in brochures, some in newspaper articles.
I
quote extracts from one of the book, entitled “ Harper
i Luften ” (“ Harps in the Air,”) written by the bar
rister, and in which; by permission, most of the names
zof the sitters were given:—
We were now in the middle of April.
On
account of the daylight, there was some difficulty
about the curtains. It was still daylight when
we commenced, but the lamps in the adjoining
room were lighted, and turned down until their
light should be required.' One of the sitters was
deputed to turn up the lights as the daylight
decreased; but the arrangement did not work
satisfactorily, the room being either too dark or
the light too strong. To our surprise and satis
faction, the spirit, whose work had seemingly
been hindered by the light, announced its inten
tion of arranging it itself. We waited awhile;
the gentlemen nearest the door drew their chairs
aside, leaving a free passage, and then the tall
figure glided through it towards the door,
stopped, then slowly retired.
It stood awhile
near the medium, and then, as if struck by a
new idea, drew the shawl from her shoulders,
put it round its own, grasped her hand, and drew
her with it towards the open door. This time it
nearly reached the door, but not quite. We had
all, however, an excellent opportunity for regard
ing our visitor. It was enveloped from top to
toe in a greyish-white material; apparently thin
as gossamer, which, however, revealed nothing

•

One circumstance worthy of note (seen by all
who were in a position to notice it) was that,
while hesitating before the door of the lighted
room, we could observe the figure from behind.
It was to all appearance as material as that of the
medium beside it; but, to our surprise, it became
almost transparent, so that both Herr H., Herr
S. and I could see the light from the lamps
through the breast.* The arm and shoulder
(before mentioned), which it moved, appeared
plainly outlined and dark against the luminous
drapery. I thought at first that my eyes were
deceiving me, and by a sign I called the atten
tion of my two nearest neighbours to the pheno
menon, which was under our united observation
for several seconds.
Second Seance.—It was shortly after the beginning of the seance 'when, to our surprise, the
figure of a man walked quietly out of the cabinet,
paused by the medium’s side a moment, and
scrutinised us all searchingly, one after another.
(I think none of us realised at first that he was
not an ordinary individual.) He was of medium
height, strongly built, with pronounced features;
his manner was quiet and self-possessed. We
waited in silence, expecting him to speak. Wte
his slow gaze reached Herr A., he walked ii .
firm, steady step to where he sat.
Herrk
stood up and held out his hand, and the spirit
grasped it heartily. The two stood looking into I
each other’s faces. We could all notice the
strong resemblance between the two, so that no .
one was surprised when we heard Herr A. io
agitated tones exclaim, “Johan! Mv brother
Johan ! ”
,
The spirit grasped the left hand of Herr Am
and pressed its fingers significantly on a ring
which Herr A. wore; then, with another linger’ I
ing look in his face, slowly retired into the
cabinet. .
.
j
Herr A. afterwards told us that there was nd
possibility of mistake; the figure, features, moyfr
ments were those of his brother, who had die*1
about five years previously. The resemblance be
tween them had always been noticeable. T>
ring had belonged to, and had been worn bv. hi1’
for many years, At his death it has come i^
his (Herr A.’s) possession, and he had worn1'
ever since.
It was at this seance that we received a litth
information from our beautiful visitor of the ftf*
going seance. She came again, as beautiful ■*'
before. With all respect and admiration for t**
many handsome and lovable ladies oi d
acquaintance, I can only repeat that mv
have never rested on anything that could o*
pare with this exquisite creature—woman,
goddess, or whatever she may have been;
am I alone, tor- I onlv voice the admirati^11
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the
of her observers. Singling out Herr E.,
who, book in hand, was engaged in taking notes
of what was passing, she stood a moment watch
ing him. Herr A. asked her if she would write
something in the book, at the same time offering
it to her with the pencil. She took them. Herr
E. rose from his seat and stood beside her,
watching her attempts at writing, They stood
beside and a little behind the medium, We saw
all three, and watched with intense interest.
•j She is writing,” said Herr E. to us. We saw
both their heads bent over the moving fingers.
Then the book and pencil were handed back to
Herr E., who returned to his seat in triumph.
On examination, the writing- was found to be
in ancient Greek characters, legible but unread
able to any of us. Next day it was, however,
translated from ancient into modern Greek, and
again into our own language, and found to read
as follows :—
“ I am Nepenthes, thy friend. When sorrow
or trouble shall hold thee fast, call upon me—
Nepenthes, and I will bring thee help.”
“ Lucky
* fellow ! ” said we as we congratulated
him.
(To be continued.)
4 •

44AT HOME” TO SPIRITUALISTS.
An 44 At Home ” to Spiritualists was given by the Duchess
of Hamilton* and Miss Lind-af-Hageby at 35, Old Bond Street?
on Thursday? 1st inst.
The event was designed to draw more
closely the ties between the Spiritualist Movement and the
Humanitarian Movement.
“ Spiritualism is not an end in itself,” said Miss Lind-afHageby? 44 it is a means to an end. To some it may end with
the idea that you can commune with the so-called dead because
you love them.
But personal love by itself is not enough.”
Nurse Cavell said, patriotism is not enough. It must reach out
and lead to something greater and finer beyond yourself.
Spiritualists were apt to look upon the animal protection move
ment as a side-issue which did not directly concern them.” But
pity and compassion for all creatures were the very essence of
civilisation. This was the teaching of the Christ and the teach
ing of Buddha. There was no evidence in support of human
survival which did not equally apply to the animals. She had
heard Spiritualists say that there is no hell and all is well on
the other side. But what was the after-life of those who had
spent their lives in cruelty to creatures weaker than them
selves? No sin was more degrading or more corroding to the
character than cruelty.
She read from Anna Kingsford a
passage which made all present realise what the torture of
animals conveyed to one who was medium, prophetess and
mystic, one who communed already in this life with the higher
spirits and guides.
The Duchess of Hamilton spoke on the birth of the Christ,
not in a palace, not even in a cottage, but in a stable amongst
the lowly animals. This fact was a significant one in the life
of the Christ, whether we believed in him as coming physically
to the world or as a divine legend. In his great example we
see the higher sacrificing itself for the lower, not the lower
sacrificed for the higher. She asked Spiritualists to realise the
duty which devolved upon them. Ruskin had said, 44 He who
is hot actively kind is cruel.”

Scotia.

The Winter Number of “ The Dickensian ” gives some
extracts from the article by Mr. Florizel von Reuter in Light
for October 1st dealing with “ The Mystery of Edwin Drood.”

PSYCHIC

BOOKSHOP,

2 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

Why not get your Xmas Cards and
Calendars from us ? We have an
excellent selection. Books, too, make
an acceptable Xmas present.
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CONJURERS AND PSYCHIC
PHENOMENA,
By R. H. Saunders.

The writer of “ Rays and Reflections ” in Light,
Nov ember 19th, had something- pertinent to say con
cerning conjurers who claim to be able to produce, by
their own methods, phenomena such as is obtained in
the seance-room by a genuine psychic.
No one disputes the ability of a good conjurer to
puzzle us. Over fifty years ago 1 was a frequent
visitor to the old Egyptian Hall, long since de
molished, when Mr. Maskelyne, the grandfather of
the present bearer of that name, appeared in “ Will,
The Witch and the Watch,” with its travesty of a
seance; and in recent years I have spent hours of
pleasant mystification at St. George’s Hall with the
late Mr. Maskelyne and his son presiding.
I was at the Coliseum a few evenings ago when
the present wizard of conjuring, Mr. C. Maskelyne
presented some capital illusions; but I was surprised
to find that in all these fifty years the feeble patter
common to showmen, and the childish clap-trap
allusions to Spiritualism show no improvement, but
exhibit precisely the same ignorance, and calculated
misrepresentation of real psychic matters.
A successful piece of trickery is quite good enough
to stand on its own merits without allusion to
Spiritualism, but the conjuring fraternity apparently
fear that without the support a reference to Spiritual
ism gives the show, the effect would be lost; and, by
the way, I wonder if any of our “ old-timers ” ever
saw a lady cut in two, or drawn through a small hole
in a metal plate?—yet these, in the parody of a
seance now before the public, are supposed to be inci
dents of the seance-room I
At a sitting I was at on September 23rd, 1924, a
spirit manifested claiming to be Lord Northcliffe, and
in the course of a conversation with a journalistic
friend of his present, he said : “ Maskelyne has just
joined us here. He, like myself and others who had
to face the people in efforts to interest and satisfy
them, was on the rack day and night to secure sub
jects of interest1, and like us he created his own atmos
phere, and brought it here.” A sitter observed, as the
voice ceased, ‘‘It is all very well for Northcliffe to
gloss over Maskelyne, but he wasn’t fair to the
cause.” The voice broke in again: “ I quite agree,”
it said. ‘‘ He got up on the back of Spiritualism,
and wasn’t man enough to give it a good name.
I recently received a letter from a gentleman whose
modest demands for psychic phenomena transcend
anything produced by conjurers, and he expects it
without even the price of a seat at the Coliseum! I
give the exact wording of his demand.:—
‘‘ I want to photograph a medium levitating, as
Katie King was photographed by five cameras.
Surely you will manage this little experiment for
me? ”
Here we are asked to produce a replica of one of
the most wonderful instances of psychic phenomena,
necessitating a medium of power far exceeding any
in existence to-day, and it is “ a simple experiment ” !
Then again :—
‘‘ 1 want to take a spirit photograph with my
V.P.K. There are no plates to this—only films.”
And he winds up with the following modest re
quest :—
‘‘ I want a message typed out on my typewriter
covered with a glass case. Saturday evening suits
me best. ’ ’
The mentality of a man like this is very curious.
Like all ignoramuses of psychic matters, everything
must be as they “ want.” Consideration for the
mediums, or for,the conditions governing phenomena,
never enters their minds—” give me proof in the way
I want, or it is fraud,” is their slogan. They should
go to the conjurers if they want marvels produced to
order.

THE MEDIUMSHIP OF MRS. BAYLIS.
hditfir does not necessarily identify himself with the
expressed by Correspondents.)
MR.

BATTEN BAYLIS REPLIES.

We publish below a selection from the large
volume of letters received by the Editor, dealing with
Mr. H. Dennis Bradley’s adverse report on a sitting
with Mr. and Mrs. Batten Baylis, which appeared in
our issue of November 26th.
Sir,—In your issue of November 26th appeared an
article by H. Dennis Bradley, entitled: “ Another
U nsatisfactory Seance. ’ ’
As my wife and I are the mediums concerned, I
wish to endorse; that title. It was a most unsatisfac
tory seance, for the sitters, with one exception, ob
viously knew practically nothing of physical medium
ship, and, on their own showing, deliberately broke
every rule laid down for the conduct, of a satisfactory
seance.
Mr. Bradley can adequately be answered by a
reference to his own concluding paragraph, which
reads : “In my carefully weighed judgment, if the
.Baylis couple obtain genuine phenomena at times, it
should be estimated only upon the mental evidence
given. ’’
Exactly! But if this is so, why was no attempt
* made by Mr. Bradley to Obtain mental evidence?
Mr; Bradley does not record that Mrs. Gavin
stated in his presence that twice she was touched by
a small cold hand. This materialised hand touched a
particular ring three distinct times, on two occasions.
A spirit-child had previously promised, through a
trance- medium, to do this for Mirs. Gavin at this
sitting. We, of course, knew nothing of the promise
or the test to be made. But this test, Mrs. Gavin
told me, was carried out.
■ On the Saturday following the seance, Mrs. Gavin
’phoned me- to say how sorry she was to have intro
duced these sitters? She did not dream, she remarked,
that they would break conditions and interfere. Again
the cross-test was mentioned.
I do not propose to weary your readers by going
into a detailed examination of Mir. Bradley’s article.
Cross tests, made by our sitters, and verified through
the finest trance and automatic-writing mediums m
London, are in the possession of the Hon. Secretary
of the Marylebone Spiritualist Association.
The value of our mediumship, both in its physical
and mental aspects, rests upon the detailed records
made by honest and experienced sitters, who have
set down and carefully checked the evidence obtained.
Yours, etc.,
4, Tavistock Square, W.C.i. A. Batten Baylis.

Sir/—It was a great surprise to me to read Mr.
Bradley’s" account of his experiences with Mr. and
Mrs. Baylis. I was at an excellent sitting with them
in January: During the seance two faces materialised
in front of me, One‘ giving His name.
There must
have been at least six materialised hands in. the circle
at the same time. I might add that the hands were
cold and clammy, but became warmer as Ijhe seance
continued.
On March 2nd three of us had a sitting with Mrs.
Cooper at the Psychic College, and, among other
phenomena, a materialised hand touched me bn the
fight cheek. On March 4th I attended Mrs: Baylis’s
circle, and no one present knew of' my siitting with
Mrs, Cooper. I asked the spirit-friend who touched
my hand soon after the seance commenced to touch
me where he had done so at Mrs, Cooper’s. I was
immediately touched on my right cheek.
I said,
“ Will you touch my left-hand neighbour where you
touched me,” and this was done at once. I also had
fwq mental questions answered.
Yours, etc.,
E. W. Newman.

Sir, -With refereme to the indirtm
mediumship of Mrs. Ibiylis tn
rj|f
r>f
the Council of the Marylebone Spiriiimiiu'V0^ '
.desire to report that, after carefully rr>ngtrir'Ot^;
Bradley’s statements and the relevant farts
Which are in their possession, they continue
the utmost confidence in the integrity of Mrs R
and the genuineness of her mediumship
™
I he attack reflects much more seriuua discredi
its author, than on the maligned sensitive or
husband.

t Li

Sir,—In reference to the suspicious happening,®
at| Mr. Dennis Bradley’s Sitting with Mrs. Baylis, | ■

think the following explanation given by a well-known
spirit-control may be of interest to your readers. This|
control
“ White Hawk
(the Indian chief who
speaks through Mrs. Barkel). .
“ When a medium is over-tired, or is disturbed by sensing suspicious sitters, the psychic
or etheric body (which is often used in the pro
duction of physical phenomena) cannot be wholly
detached from the material body, which it there
fore drags With it.”
I may mention that I particularly consultd
44
White Hawk ” on this question, because at a pre’
vious sitting he had referred to my first seance with
Mrs. Baylis, giving several evidential details, including
two trifles which I had forgotten to include in my
notes. He had also promised to try to show himself
at the next sitting I should have, “as he liked the
Baylises, because they were honest.”
This promise he kept, a large hand rubbing the top
of my head so roughly that I asked him “ not to
scalp me ” ! I sat in the same place Mr. Dennis
Bradley occupied. The circle was a small one (sitting
with chairs dose together), and I stretched my leg
straight out in front of me. As Mrs. Baylis could#
have reached the top of my head by leaning forwai#
her chair, I must have touched her with my feetW
she been standing within arm’s-length of me.
At the request of Mr. Baylis, I put my face within
two or three inches of a materialised face which was
shown between the two illuminated discs. AH the
evidence given, to me at this second seance was also
confirmed bv “ White Hawk ”—without any suggestion from me.
On both occasions Mr. Baylis accompanied his
guests to the other room, leaving Mrs. Baylis to
follow at leisure, which he said she preferred to do.
The second time I remained with Mrs. Baylis until she
was able to join the rest. This proved that neither
Mr. nor Mrs. Baylis made any notes at the time, vet
that could be the only way (in addition to a nefarious J
collusion of which anyone, who knows Mrs. Barkei.|
must be aware that she is incapable), by which infe'
mation could be conveyed from the one medium tor
other. As is so often the case, points which
evidential to me were too trifling to have any mean4
to a stranger.
Of course, the explanation given by “ Wh>!c
Hawk ” makes' it obvious that there must be pro^1.
control of a medium’s body for his credit’s sake.,111
he has not bad the patience and perseverance t0
accustom himself to at least a faint red light.
This would probably prevent phenomena taku'f!
place when the medium was over-tired or the sitk'-'’
over-suspicious—a good thing in either case.
Yours, etc.,
A. Gordon Eddison23, Bolingbroke Grove,
Wandsworth Common.

lk; iit

R iO» lw

Ovhtus nnullvy's exposure of the BayHi
nu'diu’"s^'l' 's exceedingly welcome and long overdue.
When
I ondon in October, 1026, my wife and I
l\Ct a sitting With a circle of five at the
ahtonft & hottie.
v ' 1
' V
"* *

| only knew ol Mr. and Mrs. Baylis from various
rvinnts and advertisements 1 had read, and went
»heO' 'n the *u” belief that the medium was genuine,
within a lew minutes of the commencement of the
sitting my suspicions were aroused. The “ pheno
mena " opened with a “ materialised ” hand touching
the sitters. The hand which touched me did so very
lightly and quickly at first, but, gaining confidence,
the touches became less nervous. After a few touches
the hand appeared to discover the whereabouts of a
ring on the third finger of my left hand, and there
after stroked and fingered it frequently.
This
meant nothing to me, as the ring had no connection
with any deceased person. -After a time, the touching
by hand ceased, and we were informed by Mr. Baylis
chat the phenomena were about to change. The two
luminous plaques (which had been placed on a table
before the sitting) then appeared in front of us, about
file level of our heads. As they moved round the
circle, I observed, by leaning forward and looking
behind the plaques, that they were held by two hands,
and I could see part of the wrist of each hand. We
were then told that a face would try to materialise.
Soon after the plaques appeared in front of me about
nine or ten. inches apart, from each other, and, dimly
between the plaques, I discerned the features—of (I
felt certain) Mrs. Baylis. Leaning quickly forward, I
thrust my hand up behind one of the plaques., and
felt a solid, warm and lifelike arm. Thereafter I lost
all real interest in the proceedings, being convinced
that the thing was fraudulent from start to finish. Mr.
Baylis kept up a running fire of boring talk, all through
the sitting. This was obviously to cover: up any
movements of Mrs. Baylis.
It is important to note that during the considerable
time that the plaques were being shown, no touching
by

Hands took

place.

- After the sitting we were invited by Mr. Baylis
to have tea or coffee in the sitting-room, but my wife
and I excused ourselves, and left with two others of
the sitters (two sisters), to one of whom I had whis
pered my suspicions immediately after the sitting. It
was these ladies’ first experience of a seance of any
kind.
One thing, which I don’t think Mr. Dennis Bradley
mentions, struck me as significant. Before the sitting
I observed that there was no electric switch inside
the seance room. This was outside the door. The
advantage of this to a fraudulent medium is obvious.
A candle was brought in by Mr. Baylis after switch
ing off the electric light, and this was blown out as
soon as the “ medium ” indicated she was about to
go into “ trance.”
Had I been resident in London, I would have
endeavoured to expose these people myself with the
help of friends.
Mr. Dennis Bradley has done another great service
to ftie community by his action.
■ft.
•' '
Yours, etc.,
Royan Middleton.

94, Queen’s Road, Aberdeen.

Sir,-—Having read Mr. Dennis Bradley’s attack on
Mr.' and Mrs. Baylis’s materialisation seance, and
having had a great deal of experience of their .work, I
am qualified to give one or two facts.
Mr. Bradley’s article is so amateurish and uncon
vincing, and without any definite proof, that I doubt
if anyone will accept his ideas as against the hundreds
of cast’s of irrefutable proof, both physical and mental,
Which are to the credit of this well-established medium.
Any unsatisfactory conditions Mr. Bradley got at
the seance Were to be expected, as, from his article,

the major number of sitters arrived in a
antagonistic attitude.
Mrs. Baylis, not being* the architect for the Mock
of flats, can hardly be blamed for the mysterious
aperture ” quoted. The aperture I happen to know
is an ordinary little window which overlooks the
public staircase of the flats. Apart from this, Mr.
Bradley’s efforts to cast suspicion on the room soon
fall to the ground as a weekly materialisation seance
was held at the Marylebone Association.
It is a pity that Mr. Bradley and his friend were
unable to curb their impatience to prove the fraudu
lence of the medium, as there was a great deal to
come in the normal course of events before the sitting
closed.
The only good the attack has done is to show the
necessity of a representative committee of knowledgable psychics, to investigate any doubtful case, thus
doing away with indiscriminate people coming forward
into print, and often, doing damage, with neither rhyme
nor reason.
Yours, etc.,
O. M. Marriott.
Kingstonridge, Lewes, Sussex.

Sir,—I am sorry Mr. Bradley should not have
made absolutely certain as to Mr. and Mrs. Baylis’s
bona-fides before rushing into print. I have been
twice to their seances-, which each time lasted over
an hour, and at each of which a great many manifesta
tions took place. Mr. Bradley, by getting hold of
the hand which touched him at the beginning of the
meeting, spoiled the whole sitting.
If the hand
belonged to the medium, the fact of his gripping it
naturally put her on her guard. Nothing would have
been easier than to have put a little blacking or dye
on one of his fingers and convey this to the hand
that touched him. After the meeting it could then
have been clearly proved if the medium had touched
him or not/ It was also a pity that Mr. Jaquin should
have touched the medium’s knee; it naturally caused
suspicion and prevented her leaving her chair.
The trumpet, at the sitting at which I attended,
moved noisily about the room., in and outside the
circle, and touched the sitters and their chairs from
behind.* As* the medium could not get outside the
circle without touching me, as I sat next to her, who
did manipulate the trumpet? I carefully observed the
cupboard, which did riot seem capable of holding
anyone.
The two. phosphorescent discs moved within the
circle, and when they came close together, and very
near one of the sitters, a small animated face appeared
between these two discs. I saw the faces distinctly,
when they appeared ini frpnt of me, and also when they
.appeared to the sitter next to me. The faces were
very small, and eyes and lips appeared to move.
Though I was uncertain as to any likeness, several
sitters claimed to recognise departed friends or rela
tives. If it was the medium who showed these faces,
she must have left her chair, and whoever was sitting
next to; her could then have felt if her chair was
empty, and in that case struck a light and exposed
the fraud.*
On each occasion different voices were heard, both
of grown-up people and children, and sitters carried
on conversations. I remember one lady holding a
long talk with her boy. If Mr. and Mrs. Baylis
produced all these phenomena, I raise my hat to
them, and - should" be very glad toi know how they
managed it.; If they were frauds, nothing would
have been easier than to detect them, and this Mr.
Bradley and; his friends, through their eagerness at
the beginning of the sitting, have failed to do. I
hold no, brief, for Mr. and Mrs. Baylis., but, as the
position is now, it is most unsatisfactory, as., though
not convicted of fraud, they are under severe suspicion.
Yours, etc.,
H. HbvbloM.
Westcliff Hotel, Westcliff-ori-Sea, Essex.
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PROPERTY IN THE WORLD
TO COME.
In the variety and multitude of descriptions of the
world beyond which are given to us by those who
dwell in it, we have noticed one point which is usually
implied rather than expressed. That is to - say that,
since it is a non-physical or super-physical world,
private property does not exist there, at any rate in
the sense in which We customarily use that term. It
is curious to reflect, on this.
We all know what
property means here on earth, and how the craving
for it is so ineradicable that even the most sanguine
reformer never expects to see the time when mankind
will agree to hold all possessions in common. At
present in our imperfect civilisation, property carries
hot only rights of use and enjoyment, but also rights
of exclusion.
Indeed, that power of exclusion is
perhaps the main part of ownership in some respects.
We will not stop to deplore the fact, but only to
remark that at present, human nature being- what it
.is, this is inevitable.
But what a strange world it will seem (to some
people at least) where there is no- longer any property
to be bought or acquired by inheritance or passed
from one to another by sale and purchase, by transfers
and deeds of conveyance 1
When we come to think the matter out, however,
we see that, although at death all a man’s earthly
possessions, fall away, he yet carries with him certain
things his ownership of which no one can dispute.
Nothing and no one can deprive him of these. But
if we are to attach to these things the name
“property,” it would be more in the scientific than
the legal sense of the phrase.
We talk of the
“ property ” of a plant or mineral, meaning thereby
some special quality it possesses. Now that is property,
in its truest and most natural sense, and that is the
only form of property which in the next World any
man or woman can own and enjoy-—something that is
proper to themselves, their personal attributes and
faculties, qualities of mind and soul.
Apparently
unreal in this world—they are certainly not “ real
property ” in any legal sense—they become strangely
real and actual in the world beyond, taking’ on a
surprising appearance of visibility and tangibility.
But they are not marketable property or transferable
property. They are property in the only true sense
of the word—something proper and peculiar to the
possessor, something of which he can never be
dispossessed. .
Now, it is not really necessary to go to the next
world to discover the truth of all this, because it is
pone the less true here. Those who most clearly

h Hfj
Hlfy,

Here our earnings take the form of money—
they will take the form of life—happiness, so
earnings will still mean something. And there evg/
man will come into his own estate, conferred
him by Heaven itself. It will be his rightful proper?
bis inalienable possession—himself and all his faj
ties, gifts and qualities, a richer inheritance than J
that earth can show.
♦

SOUTH AMERICAN SPIRITUALISM.
We gather from La Nota Espiritista (Buenos
Ayres) that there is a rapid growth of interest in
Spiritualism in South America, especially in Argentina
and Brazil.
The journal states that the Argentine
Spiritualist Confederation has installed at its head
quarters a radio transmitting station of 100-watt
power with a wave-length of 243.8 metres. Although
the station is not of great power, this is compensated
for by the perfection of the installation. ’
>
Ah illustration shows the headquarters of the]
Brazilian Spirit Federation, a very handsome building.
Inscribed on the facade of the house are the words,'
“ God, Christ and Charity.”
What the journal thinks of the movement in Great
Britain may be judged by the following quotations
from an article on the subject.
The Anglo-Saxon is, amongst the other races,,
the one least open to illusion, the least exposed
to ideas suggested by the imagination 'which in
other races tends to take on a morbid character.
If Spiritualism had not offered realities, positive
things, it would be thought that in Great Britain,
as in other countries of the same origin, it would
have been rejected, or, at least, it would /»t
have progressed, but the contrary is precis^
what occurred. The catalogue of each year's
work proves new developments which give rise
to various institutions of which the members are
well-known personalities—scientists, literary and
political people, etc. We have “ The London
Spiritualist Alliance,” “ British College of
Psychic Science,” “ Marylebone Spiritualist
Association,” also the “ National Laboratory of
Psychical Research,” and others which dedicate
themselves scientifically to the study of spirit
phenomena under rigorous conditions, and this
contributes very powerfully to the spread of
experimental Spiritualism in all parts of the
world.
The non-Spiritualist Press, such as the
ing Post, Nature, Daily News, Weekly Dispatc^
Sunday Chronicle, give frequently in thel
columns articles on Psychical Research.
There are, in the Buenos Ayres journal, sever*
allusions to, or quotations from, Light. Rules for
“ Conduct of Circles,” by M. A. Oxo-n, are translate1*
from Light.
A
Naturally there are some droll misspellings
English names. Gternes, Myezvr and Podnure are
forms adopted for Gurney, Myers and Podmore, the
authors of Phantasms of the Living.
Mr. W. D. Kennard, spiritual healer, of 20, Somerset
Ashford, Kent, writes that he is organising a Children's
mas Treat and an Old Folks’ Boxing Night Party, and app^
for tupport either in the turm of moneys old clothing or
gifts.
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To The Outline Sir Oliver Lodge contributes “ A
fhnllcnging Article ” in “ The Case for Psychical
ecSr«rch.” Beginning with the observation that “ the
kjsh'ry ot science is no doubt a record of brilliant
ej’jiievcnicnt, but is also a record of opposition and
xm$crvative obstruction,” Sir Oliver frankly admits
that the advocates of new truth have always had to
suffer hostile criticism, if not actual persecution :—
The circulation of the blood was received with
opprobrium.
Galileo’s telescopic discoveries
were objected to, and some professors declined
to look through the instrument, having a fixed
idea that the appearances were deceptive. . . .
Roger Bacon was accused of magic and supersti
tion; and nearly every discovery has been
received with some opprobrium. Even in our
own day it may be remembered that Joule’s first
demonstrations of the conservation of energy
were shelved; and the first elaborate paper on the
kinetic theory of gases was turned down and
rejected by the Royal Society.
St

.

*

*

*

*

Little wonder, then, that the researches of Sir
William Crookes into psychic phenomena were scorn
fully kept outside the domain of science. “ Neverthe
less',” continues Sir Oliver, “ the pertinacity of scien
tific men has now in most subjects won the battle for
free exploration of Nature, no matter what old views
were upset, or what the expected consequences might
be.” Although Psychic Science has not yet “ secured
its charter of freedom,” its facts, however surprising,
are bound eventually to break down all opposition.
Touching telepathy, Sir Oliver writes :—
Suppose that telepathy is definitely established,
what is its importance? Its main importance
seems to consist m a demonstration that mental
activity is not limited to the bodily organs and
instruments through which it is normally con
veyed : in other words, that mind is independent
ot body, and that we are not bound to assume
the destruction or cessation of mind when its
bodily instrument is destroyed. It would be, in
fact, a step, though only a first step, towards a
demonstration of survival.
But a further step has already been taken by
investigators. They assert, and, indeed, I myself
assert, that it is possible to get into telepathic
communication with those who have survived the
death of the body.
*

*

*

*

Reporting a lecture on ‘‘ Communion with Saints,”
at Pontypool, by the Rev. G. Vale Owen, the Free
Press of Pontypool says :—
Becoming absorbingly interesting, the speaker
went on to describe the abode of the spirit after
death, and told of the beautiful flowers, the
gardens of vegetation, and the Temples of Learn
ing, from which all the classics could be pro
cured ; of how, after death, a person was met by
his or her friends and shown round the beautiful
world, or sphere, into which he or she had
entered. Each could continue the avocation in
which each had been engaged in the material
world. There would be magnificent residences,
but said the lecturer, it did not necessarily
follow that the rich of this world would be rich
In the next, because the sense of values changed,
and there was no wire-pulling.

Mr. Ernest W. Oaten, editor of Th# "Two
contributes to the Manchester City Newt (in mlalion Io
the proposed psychical research society for Manchester)
a letter from which we quote as follows
Spiritualism and psychical reSearch are two
totally different subjects, the latter confining itself
to a scientific analysis of certain phenomena
which may or may not be spiritualistic.
To the Spiritualists, of whom I am one,
psychical research is but a small section of a
tremendous subject, and Spiritualists are in
terested in Spiritualism. So1 successful have been
their efforts that over a hundred Spiritualist
societies have been established in Lancashire
alone.
*

newsagent

can

*

«

The Sphere has an exceptionally interesting article
entitled “ The Revival of the Science of Astrology,”
by the Baroness Lehman, who declares that for the
past forty years the interest in astrology has been
steadily growing. In her opening paragraphs, the
Baroness writes :—
There is only one truth, and as this truth is as
old as the universe itself, if we are to identify
it we must trace it back to the remote past, and
relate it to present-day experiences. This pro
cess of exploration inevitably brings us to
astrology. For astrology was the religion of
antiquity and the parent of astronomy.

As regards the popular ascription of fatalism to
astrology, here is a corrective passage :—
Astrology, it cannot be over-emphasised, is not
a science of fatalism. It is a revelation of know
ledge for the guidance of humanity. Let us
translate this abstraction into' details. A horo
scope is a plan of the heavens at the time' of birth ;
it shows the relationship of the small individual to
the rest of the wide universe. The influences that
control the character of this individual are con
sequently made manifest: in other words., he is
assisted to know himself.
*
*
*
*
From the article by Bernard Hollander, M.D., on
‘‘ The Development of the Human Mind,” in the
current issue of Phrenology, we take the following
suggestive summary :—

There are three classes of men in the world :
strictly moral men; strictly immoral men; and a
great majority so balanced in their instinctive
propensities and higher motives that their con
duct depends to a large extent on external circum
stances and the strength of their temptations. It
is the latter which feel the pangs of conscience
when they have done wrong, a conflict which
robs them of contentment and sleep. The real
rogue sleeps soundly and peacefully, for he
suffers no conflict. The man with a conscience
may repent. The real criminal experiences only
regrets for not having been more careful in
avoiding detection.
The Harrow Society.—A highly successful bazaar in con
nection with the Harrow Spiritualist Society was held last
month, the opening ceremony being performed by the Viscountess
Molesworth, under the chairmanship of Dr. Abraham Wallace,
supported by Captain and Mrs. W. J. Shod and Mr. R.
McLellan (President). Great credit is due to Miss Gilbert (the
Secretary) for her efforts to make the event a success. The
many stalls for the sale of goods, and competitions and enter
tainments provided were well patronised, and the result was
a substantial addition to the funds of the Society, which is
well maintained by a body of ardent and hard-working
Spiritualists. The local Press gave considerable prominence to
the event.
«•
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THE GRAIL LEGEND.”
The following is a summary of the address
delivered by Colonel R. G. Berry at the London
Spiritualist Alliance on Thursday evening, 24th ult.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle presided.
Colonel Rerry commenced by referring to the
immense literature of the Holy Grail. There were two
main versions of the Grail story. In the.' British
version the Grail was a cup—a phantom cup which
came and went. In the German story the Grail was
a stone that came down from heaven. These two
versions were irreconcilable, although both claim
Provence as the place of their origin. There was,
however, a third version which reconciled the two.
This version was received by Mr. Bligh Bond through
various mediums, principally Mrs. Hester Dowden.
In his own investigations, the speaker said, he had
come to many “ dead ends ” beyond which progress
seemed impossible, but the remarkable communica
tions received from psychic sources enabled him to
carry the quest beyond these obstructions. “ I went
to the spirits with my * dead ends,’ ” said Colonel
Berry, “ not to one. medium only, but to many ”; and
lie mentioned, in addition to Mrs. Dowden, the names
of Miss Burton, and Mr. Vout Peters. The nature and
diversity of these communications are very curious.
They deal with obscure points relating to the Celtic
Church, to .Gnosticism, the trial of the Knights Tem
plars, and to the ancient Hebrew, Greek, Egyptian
and Celtic religions.
The lecturer then went into' an extremely interest
ing account of the particulars he had gathered, which
led him to- see-ini the Grail story the legend of a
mystery full of psychic happenings, and this was
equally true’ whether that consideration was applied to
thb pagan Grail story called ‘ ‘ The Quest ’■ ’ or to the
later and Christian version. It-might'be said that all
people at one time of another represented their reli
gion by mysteries, and the Grail was one of the
mystery-forms which veiled the idea of communication
between heaven and earth. It implied the idea of
spirit-communication and of human survival.
Colonel Berry described in detail how the “ Order
jpf Melchizedec ” had embodied the later part of the
tradition, and the way in which this was linked-with
the mystery teaching of the Jews.
Referring to the signs and magical symbols in
volved, the lecturer said that these did not include
the Urim and Thummim, which were used in the
temple for the purposes of divination; and in this
connection the speaker gave much interesting informa
tion regarding the Hebraic magical practices and
beliefs.- These things were of great antiquity. The
fundamental ideas were everywhere the same. Five
.hundred years before Christ, Heraclitus of Ephesus
first used the word logos, and the Stoics took it over
from him,; Heraclitus declared that, amidst the flux
and mutability of things, there is an intelligent power
that steers all affairs and events of the world, and
this he called the power of the logos. All through
the ages, sages and mystics sought to keep in touch
with this power by rituals and observances of all
kinds, which, although they varied widely, were yet
seen to be united by a central idea. This was especi
ally the.case in the legend of the0 Holy Grail. It was a
kind of focussing-point upon which the aspirations and
efforts of those who sought to keep open the gates
between this world and the next were centred.
By the aid of the information from the spirit side,
lie (the speaker) had managed to. trace the most
^remarkable parallels and affinities, between various
symbols and practices; he had discovered .that the
Grail legend went back thousands of years before
Jesus Christ, although it was to Jesus that the later
forms* of the symbol applied' especially.
»
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lecturer was passed by acclamation
w
I
members of the audience personally « lnr ,Tl3
deep interest with which they had listchS^ 1
address,- Jor the lecturer had succeeded in
1
ciear the extent to which a symtalogy that orf?31*1
seemed abstruse, and magical practices which
very alien to spirit-communication, were yet related
the central idea of Spiritualism as understood amon
prophets, sages, mystics and sacerdotalists.

th* e
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LUIGI BELL0TTI:
A VENETIAN APPORT MEDIUM.
I happened to be in Venice, when I saw an artij,
in Light, of September 3rd, on
1
~_
Signor
Luigi Bellot\
and managed to get in touch with him., The articj
in question dealt chiefly with his trance paintings, hutl
to my mind the most wonderful phase of his medium,
ship is the apports. He has received during the past
four years over ten thousand. I have been allowed to
inspect, them on three occasions, but it would take
months to appreciate them properly—the flat is a
veritable museum. They usually arrive in an oblong
wooden box, left unfastened when empty, but which
is closed when there isrsomething inside. If too large
the papers are put on top or underneath. During one
of my visits the light was put out for a few moments,
heavy knocks were given, and
.
we found papers with
signatures of Wellington., Marguerite (the laid
Queen), ” Pace ” and the signature of the Pop
Pius X; and a much worn Victorian halfpenny all scad
tered on the floor. The coin struck one person on the
arm with some violence. On a second occasion four
signatures of Kitchener, F.M., were found in the box.
The. apports may roughly be divided into two
classes—those which exist already somewhere on
earth, and which are passed by spirit power into the
modest Venetian flat, and those which are produced
by supernormal means.j Among the first may be
reckoned “ The Song to the Sun/^^^^H
by St. Francis,
inscribed on four separate parchments; it I is quite
legible, and various corrections are visible.|^^_
A leaf
from the Codex Maya (I am informed there in I
similar papyrus in the Dresden Museum). Dozensof 1
parchment scrolls, some are a yard long, in ettVj I
Italian, antique French (one of which is a proclaim- I
tion by Louis XIV), and Provemjale, ancient missals, I
over four hundred coins, a string of pearls, the value I
of which has not yet been ascertained. Money also I
arrives, but always for some specific charitable pur- I
pose. Also signed sketches by Da Vinci, Rembrandt, I
Rubens, Michael Angelo, Veronese, Canova, etc.
I
In the second class I should include forty sheets I
of unpublished music, each signed by a celebrated com- I
poser, portraits^ of celebrities, over two thousand auto- I
graphs, inscriptions in many languages. Shakes- I
peace’s autograph is accompanied by the apposite I
quotation, “ Spiritualismo, ‘ the food of love.' I
These are all on modern paper; and written in wh»l I
the medium describes as “ fluid,” a kind of browniej
ink. Microscopic autographs are also produced. The»( I
are many intricate and interesting sketches of otb*
Worlds, some in colours, signed G. Dore.
I
I will not enlarge on Signor Bellotti’s trance p'f I
tores, as they have already been dealt with, but 1” I
my presence he painted in forty minutes a charmU'S I
water-colour, signed Cabianca. His eyes were b>n“" 1
aged, and he. was in trance.
I
He is a clever artist himself, not a profess^11* I
medium, and has invented and patented a process0 I
painting on velvet. Many of the designs, indudt1* I
wonderful heads of Christ and of S. Francis, •"
copied from -the apports. It is hoped that arranil
meats may be made for Signor Bellotti to give a sera’
of sittings in England.
Barbara MuscKAVb.

Perrsion Musgrave,~lPlorehce.
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animals and spirit influence.
’ '

’

Bv J« Stoddart (Falkirk).

ago friends of mine were communicating by
m^aiu of table movements and asked the spirit communicators
they could influence the minds of animals, and the
being in the affirmative, a test was agreed upon. A small
1*X as*eeP °n a couch, and they were to make it leave
(hr couch and come to the lap of its mistress. Very soon it
began to stir, raised its head and looked around, lay down
>$ tf to sleep again, but once more arose, leaped from the couch,
and then jumped on to the knees of its mistress.
There are numerous stories on record of dugs turning up
at strange and unexpected times and places just when some
person on a lonely road requires their protecting presence/
A Scottish clergyman in a sparsely populated part of the
Highlands relates that on one occasion when making his way
to a shepherd’s cottage on the moors he was overtaken by
a snowstorm and completely lost his bearings. Instinctively he
appealed to the Unseen, and was soon approached by the
shepherd’s dog which knew him and which he knew well,
barking a joyous welcome. Following the dog he reached the
cottage, and there, referring to the storm, said he did not think
he could have found them but for 44 Don,” the dog. 44 But,”
said the shepherd’s wife,' 4 4 4 Don ’ has never been out,” and
pointed to him lying asleep, Was it his 44 astral ” that met
the shepherd?
But some of the phenomena connected with the appearance
of animals suggest an even more wonderful possibility. I have
a copy of a record entitled 44 The Laird of Cool’s Ghost,” being
a report of 44 Several Conferences and Meetings that passed
between the. Reverend Mr. Ogilvie, late Minister of the Gospel
at Inner wick, East Lothian, and the ghost of Mr. Maxwell, late
Laird of Cool. It was found in Mr.\ Ogilvie’s closet after his
death, which happened very soon after the Conferences, and was
written by his own hand.*’
It was on February 3rd, 1722,. that the first of these con
ferences took place. In those days clergymen made their visits
in country districts on horseback, and it was always on horse
back that the Laird’s ghost appeared—riding a 4? spirited ” as
well as a.44 spirit ” mount. That was a source of wonder to
who asked, 44 Well, then, what sort of a body
is that you appear in, and 'what sort of a horse is that you
ride upon which appears so full of mettle? ”’ To that question
the Laird ‘replied,• 44 You may depend upon it, it is not the
same, body that I was witness to your marriage in, nor in
which I died, for that is in the grave rotting; but it is such
a body as serves me in a • moment, for I can fly as fleet with
it as my soul can do without it. . . .
As for my horse, he
is much like myself, for he is Andrew Johnston, my late tenant,
who died forty-eight hours before me.”
• -/We can understand, arid even appreciate, the merriment that
this theory must provoke in many quarters, but if it be the case
that by our thought-forces and will-power we can mould, the
substances of the next plane into what .form we desire, may
hot one who loved and understood horses choos.e for a purpose
to appear in that form and play the rdle of a mettled steed ?
HULHAM HOUSE.

A large gathering assembled at Hulham House on November
26th to bid farewell to Miss Chilton and Miss Harvey, who
sail for the .United States on December 14th on the 44 Levia
than.” ‘
......... .
A cheque for over ;£i8o was presented to them for the pur
pose of erecting a chapel for their new healing centre in Cali
fornia, the amount having been subscribed by 250 donors.
44 Dr. Beale ” spoke with his usual vigour, and in intro
ducing Dr. and Mrs. Salt, who are taking over Hulham House,
referred to the advantage of Dr. Salt being a medical man.
Many readers of Light have. expressed their good wishes for
the success of the new enterprise. Dr. and Mrs. Salt will con
tinue tjie psychic and spiritual side of the work at Hulham
Houtfe.
E. M. S/
SISTER MARGARET S RESCUE WORK.

Sifter Margaret wishes to express her thanks to a member
of the Spiritualist Church, Streathain, for the. large sack of
useful clothing, boots, etc., so gratefully received for her destitute
people of the Embankment and elsewhere.
,
48, Charlwood Street, S.Wu.
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RAYS AND REFLECTIONS.
, Of the doctrine of Reincarnation it may he said that
it; resembles Spiritualism in the fart that it fhffeirs
tai more damage from some of its advocates than it
ever receives from its enemies; ff it is true—of Which
1 am by no means convinced—it is neve? likely to be
understood, so long as ^those who study it are tied
down to merely physical values and interpret its
meaning entirely along material lines.
*

#

#

#

In an essay dealing with the Higher Thought, I
came on the statement that at times we are “ levi
tated ” to the peaks of life and can “ contact ” the
Eternal. True enough, but why it is necessary to
say “ levitated ” instead of “ lifted,” and why
“ contact ” is turned into a verb to take the place
of “ touch” is more than I can fathom. Simple
English ought to be sufficient for simple truths.
«
*
*
*
I gather from a newspaper article by a scientific;
gentleman that he has spent some fifty years in try
ing to get at the truth-about-Spiritualism. He hears
of marvels, but never sees any. He seems to think
that the people who do see marvellous things are
excitable and emotional, that their experiences are the
result, of a kind of religious frenzy. Moreover, spirits
are said to speak audibly, and how can they do that
without any physical organs? Also' they are described
as being clothed1, and where1 do they get their clothes
from?; These objections sufficiently illustrate the posi
tion of the critic. We might_answer his questions, but
it would be probably better to leave him to find the
answers himself. Possibly in another fifty years, he
will know all about it.
*
*
*
*

But I should imagine such a case is far from
unique. Many years ago I met a professional man who
told me he had been forty years trying to discover
.the facts of Spiritualism, but nothing ever fell to his
lot in the way of the remarkable experiences related
by. others. This, seemed to have soured his temper.
Indeed, at the time I met- him he was very excited,
almost hysterical, so that strictly he ought to have
been a Spiritualist! Blit in point of fact his disap
pointment was so bitter that he was quite spiteful on
the subject, and felt inclined to vent his spleen not
only on Spiritualism but on its adherents. Some of
tis tried at that time to bring him to a better frame
of mind, but as he insisted that he should be shown
phenomena, and as phenomena flatly declined to pro
duce . themselves in his presence, there was nothing to
be done. I hope by this time he has found peace and
satisfaction. He is typical of a . small class of people
who seem to be fated to wander in the wilderness,
never receiving for themselves any of the signs or
wonders of which they hear or read continually. It
is not surprising that some of them are apt to charge
Spiritualists with credulity and superstition. That is
human nature.
*

*

*

*

Here is a newspaper cutting which tells how, many
years ago,1 the publisher of an American magazine
used one of Conan Doyle’s stories. He had by him a
portrait of the author as a young fellow wearing a
Gainsborough hat. It could not have been a very
clear picture, for the publisher, unaware of the
author’s sex, got an artist to make a picture of ” A.
Conan Doyle,” as “a very pretty girl in a large
Gainsborough hat ” ; probably he took the initial A.
to stand for Ada or Alice. To those who are familiar
with the massive form and strong face of Sir Arthur
as he is to-day, the story sounds comical enough. One
can only describe such a picture as a ” bare-faced ”
imposition on the reading public !
D. G.
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A pleasant tale with

0 Soul Songs/
By l.ilv MSv Davis. (Selwyn & Blount.
3^4 6d» net.)
The author of these poems, who was the author of “ The
Laughing Giant, and Other Fairy Stories, ” was a reader and
mimirot of Light. She passed away early tn 1026, and her
have iH^en prepared for the Press, with a preface by
F. G.
a journalist, who is also an old reader of Light.
Of the songs themselves it may be said that, although they
are not very great in artistic quality, they have the true lyric
note and could be read with pleasure even by people who are
critical on the subject of poetry, Miss Davis had that peculiar
sympathy with the unseen side' of life which expresses itself in
rhythmic utterance touched with inspiration, There is a soothing
and tranquillising quality about her verses and some pleasant
touches of picturesque description.
Lucius.

“ By the Nursery Fire/r
By Irving Bell.
(St. Catherine
Press. 2s. 6d. Illustrated.)
A book of children’s verse, much above the average, with
charming illustrations ; just the kind of thing the young people
will like. One poem, “ The Spirit Baby ” strikes a novel note.
J. A. N. C.x •

u Miserable In Heaven.”
(F reedom Hill Pressery, Roscoe,
California. 1 dollar.)
A companion volume to M Happy In Hell,” which was
noticed in Light some months ago, by that incorrigible optimistphilosopher-humorist, who passes under the name of Freedom
Hill Henry.
Mr. Henry knows how to inject laughter into
wisdom.
D. N. G.
u The Fundamentals of True Success.”
By Henry Thomas
Hamblin. (Science of Thought Press, Chichester ; and L.
N. Fowler & Co., London. 2s. net.)

«

Whenever I read' a book of this type, the same thought
occurs : ° How like all the others.” Marden, Kaufmann, Trine,
Hubbard, Allen, Crane, I have read, and the same idea strikes
me with every book. This is not to say the books are valueless.
Vision, imagination, and right-thinking are necessary for suc
cess. I am glad to note that in this present volume the author
insists that work is also an essential.
A. Harold Walters.
44'Progressive Mentalism.” By M.
Publishing House. 3s.)

Zumsteg.

(Theosophical

Every changing phase of our environment demands a certain
reaction and response from our consciousness ; if we resist this
environmental appeal we remain intellectually dwarfed, says the
author. But if we fall into line with these demands we become
giants. “ Get rid of antagonism. Remember, the objective
world is not an opposing force which it is necessary for you
to overcome.” This is a book worth studying. A. II. A. B.

“ Sons of God and Sons of Men.”
& Co. 4s. 6d.)

By E. H. Gilmour.

(Rider

The author presents here a bold interpretation of the
Scriptures, based upon an original line of argument, The Bible
is, he considers, a true mystical revelation, and much of the
present-day spiritual unrest is due to our lack of comprehension
of this .Book. To begin with, the story of the Creation has
been misconstrued : there were two acts of Creation, by which
two races of human beings were brought into existence, viz.,
mortal sons of men and immortal sons of God. This idea is
ingeniously and logically developed, and if one cannot entirely
subscribe to the author’s view-point upon this very speculative
subject, one can congratulate him upon his independence of
outlook.

“ The Divine Law of the Sabbath.” By A. M. Curtis. (School
of Meditation, 5, Airlie Gardens, W.8, and L. N* Fowler
& Co., London. Post free, 2s. gd»)

The author’s plan is clever, simple, and effective. Particular
verses from the .Pentateuch are quoted, briefly paraphrased and
commented upon. I read this book with much interest.
A. Harold Walters.

becoming more
which
vision of 11 the Stranger,
compart ment, striker a n
carriage was Hooded with radiance. John h<*!d hirnC'|f7.-J”*
suffocating effort as his eyes fell on the Stranger 1/ th *
corner—the Stranger bathed with mystic light.
'<
authoress handles this theme with commendable naiur;iln.M
______________________
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MISS LIND-AF-HAGEBY AT AEOLIAN HALL.

11 Does Spiritualism justify itself? ” asked Miss Lind .
the meeting of the Marylebone Spiritualist Association, J
Sunday last, and, in the Course of a forceful address, J
showed how clearly the teachings of Spiritualism supplied j
practical adjunct to religious thought which was so needed
the churches to-day. “ The Churches,” said the speaker, 14
all the time seeking a certainty of the after-life, while neglect^
Spiritualism, which had the knowledge needed.” Spiritualist
sometimes forgot to consider how they were regarded by outsid/
critics who had said that Spiritualism was not a practical movK
ment.
Spiritualism said Miss Lind, had not, so far, fully
justified itself, for its adherents were too fearful to expre^
themselves, and influence politics and public life. They could
change the face of the whole world, particularly in regard to
war, and it behoved them to assert their influence boldly, and
assist in bringing peace, lasting peace to man.
At the later service, Mrs. Florence Kingstone’s clairvoyant
descriptions and messages were gladly recognised and accepted.
V. L. K.
MR. ERNEST HUNT ON “MIND IN RELATION
TO HEALTH.”

In the course of an interesting lecture last Sunday morning
at the Spiritualist Community Service, at Grotrian Hall, Mr.
Hunt said that the words “ Health,” “ Whole,” and ” Holi
ness ” should mean one and the same thing. Healing should
never be divorced from teaching. The Master, while healing
the sick, said: “ Go and sin no more.” Anything that inter
feres with, growth and progress towards a spiritual goal is sin
and disharmony. Spiritualists should' be the most healthy people
in the world,- realising as they do the immense power oi
thought, for they know that every thought has a reflex action
upon the mind, and the mind affects the health. If only we
could take the word Spirit as the watch word of our life, we
should be better Spiritualists and healthier men and women.
In the evening, Mrs. Stobart’s- able address was listened to
with marked attention by a large audience, and Mrs. Am
Johnson gave many convincing tests of Spirit return.
M. J. G.
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“ Sons of God and Sons of Men.” By E. H. Gilmour.
(Rider & Co. 4s. 6d.)
“ The Power of Thought.” By Henry Thomas Hamblin
(The Science of Thought Press, Chichester. 2s. 6d. net.)
“ S~ oul IM
•
Songs.” By Lily May ~
Davis.
(Selwyn & Blount,
Ltd, 3s. 6d. net.)
(c
By Staveley BulfordThe Mystery of Ourselves.”
(L. N. Fowler & Co.)
u The Red Octopus.”
By Johanna Brandt. (The Herm^
Press, 26-28, Emerald Street, W.C.i. 2s.)
“ Essays in Freethinking.”
By Chapman Cohen.
Pioneer Press, 61, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.)
” Christmas.” By E. M. S. (A. H. Stockwell, is. 6d.)
“ Perhaps.” By M. E. Frances Parker. (Fowler Wrights
Ltd.) 3s. 6d.)
14 The Golden Key.”
By Ethel Welsford. (A. H. Stock*
well. 5s-)
“ The Wonderful Story.” By W. Harold Speer. (P ui
fished by the author, 58, Southwark Bridge Road, S.E.i.)
u Les Nouveaux Animaux Pensants.
By Carita
derieux.
(Published by the author, 23, Rue Lacroix, Pan*
XVIle.)
House of Wonder.” By E. M. S. (Rider. 3s.
L
x
” Who^s Who in Occultism, New Thought, Psychism
Spiritualism/* Compiled and edited by William C. Hartman^
(The Occult Press, Box 43, Jamaica, New York 5 dollars^

ANSWERS

I
bH

CORRESPONDENTS.

D. S. (Acton).—We do not publish articles or letters^ 0
which the name of the writer is not disclosed.—Ed.
“ A Reader
_ ."—We thank you for the correction,
that the author of the lines cx>mmencingt ” Know this, eh
sole root of sin in thee* etc.,’* is James Roades. and twi, 15
given in the report* P. Brooks,
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Spiritualist Association, Ltd.,

Marylebone

ru British College of Psychic Science, Ltd..
M HOLLAND PARK, LONDON, W.11.

4, A 4, TAVISTOCK IwUARI, W 0.1. Tvl. MUICUM NTS.

MeKINZlK.
Public Mooting for Psychometry and Clairvoyance,

kvNabus on Application.

Monday, 12th, at 3, Psychometry.......................
Tuesday, 13th, nt 7.30, Clairvoyance ...
Thursday, 15th, at 7.30, Clairvoyance ...
Seances for Trance and Normal Olalrvoyance.

.IS p.m. ... MR. J. HEWAT McKENZIE
” Problems of Mrdiumship.”

k \

Monday, 12th, at 7.30 ...
Wednesday, 14th, at 3
Seance for Trance and

k
I

MRS. KI NORTON K
MR'i, F. TYLER
MRS. BRITTAIN

Thursday,

MHlkimahip. Private Appointments
MRS. BARREL
• ••
MHiumshlp. Private Appointments
MRS. GARRETT
•••
and Trance Mediumship.
Private Appts. MRS. VICKERS
ymsM Medlumehlp. Private Appointments
... MRS. MASON
•• •
MRS. SHARPLIN
^rveyance. Private Appointments
•• •
•••
MRS. SHARPLIN
Psylhk Development.
Private or Class • * •
•••
MRS. ALDER
plelrauctience.
Private Appointments
•••
HycM Diagnosis and Treatment,
Private
MR. G. P. SHARPLIN
HMHng Croup Work. Mondays, 3.30 p.m.; Thursdays, 8 p.m.

at

15th,

...

MRS, A. JOHNSON
MRS. PATTERSON

..................................

MRS. ROBERTS

...
...
...
...................... .

Direct Control.

7.30

Seance for Materialisation and Some

Voice.

Tuesday and Friday at 7.30
with

Private appointments
advance:—

MRS.
following

the

mediums

HENDERSON

can he

booked

In

MR. A. ROBERTS, MR. CANNOCK, MR. GLOVER BOTHAM,
MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON, MISS GRACE COLLYNS, and
MR. BARREL.

Members, Is.; non-Members, 2s.

Excellent Library open daily, 11 to 1—2 to 7.

GROUP

CLAIRVOYANCE.

Tues., Dec- 13th, at 4 p.m. ...
PUBLIC

.............. . MISS GRACE COLLYNS

SUNDAY SERVICES

CLAIRVOYANCE.

ZEOLIAN

Fri.,
Frt» Dec. 9th, at 8 p.m................................ MISS GRACE COLLYNS
MRS. BRITTAIN
Fri., Dec. 16th, at 8 p.m. ...
...
...
...
NOTE.—The College has occasional accommodation tor Students or
Msroetod visitors from the Country or Abroad.
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C.
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erines
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Sto^'

6.30.

Address
............
... MR.
Clairvoyance
................

HARRY BOD1NGTON
...
MRS. CANNOCK
MUSICAL SETTI-NGS.

Silver Collection on Entering.

5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER,

S.W.l.

(Four minutes from the Houses of Parliament.)
Hon. Secretary •••
•••
•••
•••
•••
••• MISS ESTELLE ^TEAD
The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic subjects.
Fully Classified Catalogue 2s. 7d. Supplementary Catalogue 7d.
Open daily 11 to 1—2 to 6 (Closed Saturdays and Sundays)
Psychic Photography, Wed. & Fri. Private Appointments
Mrs. DEAN.E
Trance Mediumship, Private Appointments
MRS. BARREL, MRS. G. P. SHARPLIN
Wednesdays, 3 p.m., Circle for Clairvoyance, December 14th, Miss
MARY MILLS.
Thursdays, 3 p.m.? Mrs, AIMEE EARLE, Circle for the Development of
Psychic Gifts.
Mr. FOSTER. Instruction Class, Subject. December 15th, “Angels.”
Thursdays, 6 p.m., MISS STEAD, Devotional Group Absent Healing.
Fridays. 2.30 to 5 p.m.. Library “ At Home.” Tea 6d.

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION,
BAYSWATER.

W.

Sunday. December 11th, 11 a.m.
..
.. Rev. C. DRAYTON THOMAS
••
••
«. 6.30 p.m.
..
Mr. R. DIMSDALE STOCKER
Wed., Dec. 14th, 7.30 p.m. (Clairvoyance)
••
Miss MARY MILLS

Worthing Spiritualist Mission Church, Grafton Road.
Sunday, December 11th, 11 and 6.30, Miss Thompson. Thursday, December
15th, Mrs. Fillmore, 3 p.m., Members only. 6.30 p.m., for Public.

SOCIETY

Membership invited.
Subscription 10s. per year.
Correspondence to Hon. Sec., Mr. F. W. HAWKEN

SPIRITUALIST

SERVICES.

COMMUNITY

Morning and Evening

GROTRIAN HALL
115, Wigmore Street

(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street).

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 11th.
11 a.m.—Speaker, Rev. J. Lamond, D.D.
6.30 p.m.—Speaker, Rev. Drayton Thomas.
Clairvoyante : Mrs. A. Brittain.
Dec. 18th, 11 a.m., Mr. Percy Scholey. 6.30 p.m., Sir A. Conan Doyle.

A Spiritual Healing Service is included,
SILVER COLLECTION.
Healing Circles are held Mondays and Thursday at 7 p.m. and Fridays at 3 p.m.
Applications to be made to the Hon. Sec., 63, Weymouth Street, W.l.

Wadnasday Sarvioas at 7.30 p.m.

mouf'

W.

I

ted to

Annie

STREET,

Carols of Spiritual Life (3rd edition), price Is 4d )
Musical setting (2nd edition), price 2s. 6d., cloth bound,
now on sale, postage 3d. each extra.

2 9 Post Free ...
•••
•••
•••
••• H/* Yearly.
Invaluable to all serious students.
Sample copy, post free
Can be obtained at the College, The Psychic Bookshop, and
Mr J. M. Watkins. 21. Cecil Court, W.C.______________________

13 PEMBRfDQE PLACE.

r*

December 11th, at

BOND

CAROLS OF SPIRITUAL LIFE.

The “W. T. Stead ” Borderland Library

[on

Sunday,

NEW

HALL,

MEETINGS.

Lewisham.—Limes Hall, Limes Grove.—December nth,
• i.15, open circle; 2.45, Lyceum; 6.30, Mr. Maurice Hackett,
address, Mrs. Gertrude Elliott, clairvoyance.
December 14th,
Miss Winchester Brown.
Camberwell.—The Central Hall, High Street.—December
nth, 11, service; 6.30, Mr. Ronald Brailey. Wednesday, 7.30,
public circle at 55, Station Road.

WIMBLEDON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH,
136

HARTFIELD

ROAD.

WIMBLEDON.

Sunday, December Uth, 11 a.m.
••
••
••
Mr. and Mrs. WHYMAN
Address, Spirit-descriptions and messages.
Sunday, December Uth. 6.30 p.m..••
Mr. and Mrs. WHYMAN
Address, Spirit-descriptions and messages.
Monday, December 12th, 7.30 p.m. ••
••
•• e MrMrs. WHYMAN
Meeting for members and associates only.
TTTTT-rZn r < xr
Wednesday, December 14th, 7.30 p.m.
••
••
Mr. and Mrs. WHYMAN
Address. Spirit-descriptions and messages.
Thursday, December 15th, 7.30 p.m.--•
••
Mr. and Mrs, WHYMAN
* Address. Spirit-descriptions and messages.
xi7tywx<axt
Friday. December 16th, 7.30 p.m. ••
-••
Mr. and Mrs. WHYMAN
Address. Spirit-descriptions and messages.
Healing (free), Tuesdays, 7 to 9 p.m.

Wednesdays (free), 5 to 5.50 p.m.

THE PSYCHOSENSIC INSTITUTE
THE BRITTAIN CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
FOR

(P^

Peckham.—Lausanne Road.—December nth,
Crowder. Thursday, 8.15,'Miss Joan Proud.

7,

Mrs.

M.

Richmond Spiritualist Church, Ormond Road.—December
Hth, 7.30, Mr. E. Hunt, address. December 14th, 7.30, Mrs.
Smith, address and clairvoyance.

Croydon.—The New Gallery, Katharine Street.—December
"th, 3, Lyceum; 6.30, Mr. P. J. Hitchcock.

?ulham.-~-12, Lettice Street (nr. Parsons Green Station).—
.fCember nth, 11.30, circle; 3, Lyceum; 7, Dr. Vanstone.
Pw»day, 8, Mrs. Clements. I
| l.D.0. Debating Section, 114, High Holborn, W.C.l.
pe«lber rath, Mr. H. S. Halt “Is Public Clairvoyance
IB^Wary? ”

PSYCHIC
SCIENTIFIC

-

UNFOLDMENT
PRACTICAL

-

SIMPLE

Unites the Powers of the

SPIRIT. MIND, AND BODY.
Develops Normal Clairvoyance, Clairaudience, and
Psychometry.
Acknowledged to be the World’s Foremost Course*
v Send ljd. stamp for pamphlets and enrolment form.
PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT.
HEALING TREATMENT.

Privately or by Class.

SEANCE GROUPS FOR PSYCHIC INVESTIGATORS*

Every FRIDAY at 3.30 p.m. Limited go 8 sitters at5/^ each
Conducted by Mrs. ANNIE BRITTAIN,
Seats must be booked by telephone er letter.
All correspondence to Secretary,

I sve hose ns ic

Phone : Park

W

Instituts

28, St. Stephen's Hoad Bayswater W S.

LONDON SPIRITUALIST ALLIANCE, LTD.
16 Queensberry Place,
South Kensington,
London----------- S.W. 7.

IBB4.

‘
f"1"-

**
•O

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA, payable on the 1st of each January. The Subscript^
Members joining on or after Octdber 1st cover the period until December of the following year.
ADVANTAGES OF MEMBERSHIP. Use of Circulating and Reference Libraries (3 books at a time), p
admission to ordinary lectures. Reduced fees for psychic experiments, various circles and study classes. tt2
of comfortable premises, opportunity of meeting those interested in Spiritualism and allied subjects.
’
LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION for the personal exchange of one book at a time, 3 months 7/6; 6 months
months 21/- The usual advantages of membership are not included.
SYLLABUS OF AUTUMN SESSION NOW 7EADY.
INQUIRERS are invited to write or call for the Syllabus and a Pamphlet giving a short explanation of the
and purpose of modern Spiritualism, and a brief history of the L.S.A. which had its rise in the early days, k
founded by the pioneers of the movement. The Secretary, Miss Mercy Phillimore, attends every day exj
Saturday, and is at all times prepared to meet inquirers.
1
A BIBLIOGRAPHY of Spiritualism and Psychic Research has been issued under the auspices of the L.S.A. Prig
lid. post free. It is classified, and is a useful guide in a wise selection of books for the student.
SOIREE:
Thursday, December 15th, 8 to 10.30 p.m.
Refreshments, 1/6.

TRAINING OF PSYCHIC FACULTIES.
Ar
(1) General Development: Leaders, Mrs. LENNOJl
KAY, Thursdays at 4 p.m. Mrs. OGILVIE; Monday,
at 8 p m. ; Wednesdays at 3 p.m.
1

STUDY CLASSES (single lecture, members 1/-; non-members
2/-).
.
' rtf
»•/«
Class A : Mondays at 8 p.m., Physical Phenomena ; Results
obtained from scientific experiments in various countries.
Oct. 10—Dec. 12 inclusive. Mr. STANLEY DE BRATH,
M.I.C.E,
' '
Dec. 12, “Survival and Immortality.”
Class B: Wednesdays at 7 p.m., Evidence for survival by
Mental Mediumship.
Oct. 12—Dec 14 inclusive. Mrs. F. E. LEANING.
Dec. 14, Summary—Views—Conclusions.

(2) Healing (Development and Method of): Mrs. OGILVIE,
Mondays at 3 p m. Course of 6 Classes.

AT HOME : Wednesdays at 3.30—5 p.m. For the purpose 1
Introductions among Spiritualists and Inquires
Hostesses : LADIES OF THE HOUSE CO1
MITTEE.
I

♦DISCUSSION CLASSES: Wednesdays at 5 p.m. (Fd
nightly). Dec. 14, “How to Think,” MISS MAffl
MONTEITH (author of “ Fringe of Immortality.”)

PRIVATE SITTINGS. £
sA. l
Trance Mediumship: Mrs. J. W. GARRETT, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays. Mrs. MASON, Mondays and
Thursdays. Mrs. CANTLON, Wednesdays and Fridays.

♦Admission, including tea served before 4.55 p.m,Members 1/-,
non-Members 2/-.
FREE PUBLIC LECTURES.
All inquirers are invited to attend the following lectures which
have been designed with the express purpose of giving an orderly
and balanced presentation of the case for

Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc.) : Mr. T. E.
AUSTIN, Fridays.
Automatic Writing: Mrs. CANTLON, Wednesdays and
Fridays.

Individual Survival after Bodily Death.

CIRCLES.
..... .
‘
.
Normal Mediumship (Clairvoyance, etc.) :
Tuesdays at 8 p.m. (Circles limited to 8 sitters), Mr. T. E.
AUSTIN. Wednesdays at 3 p.m. (Circles limited to 5 sitters).
Dec. 14, Mrs. JAMRACH.

Psychic Science and Spiritualism.

Meetings for Demonstrations of Clairvoyance, etc.:
Tuesdays at 3.15 p.m. Members free; non-Members, 2/-.
Dec. 13, Mrs. ROUS.

At 16 Queensberry Place:—
Tuesday, Dec. 13, at 8 p.m.—“ A General Explanation.’’
Mr. Horace Leaf...
.
y
Wednesday, Dec. 14, at 8 p.m., ‘An Explanation oi
Mediumship.” The psychic faculties, what they are, J®1
the principles underlying their development.
Mrsr Martha Ogilvie.

DIAGNOSIS AND ADVICE CONCERNING PSYCHIC
z./FACULTIES.
L ;
Private Consultations: Wednesdays, 6.30—7.30. Free (for
members).
By appointment through Secretary.
Mrs.
MARTHA OGILVIE.

Office Hours i 1O—6 and
BOOKS

1

o’clock on Saturdays.

FOR

SALE.

ft

Pest free

Revt G, Vale Owen
•»
4/10
Problem^ which Perplex
New Edition*
Objections to Spiritualism Answered H. A. ballas
1/2
The Facta of Psychic Science and
25/6
A. Campbell Holtns
••
«
Philosophy • •
Mrs. Si. Clair Stobart • • ... -|
8/Ancient Lights
••
• • Nea Walker
21/6
The Bridge**
•
•
•
•
Rev. J. Lamond, d.d.
11/Joan of Arc and England
••
Spirit Teachings ..
6/6
A* iOxpn.)
4/9
Science and the Human Progress • • Sir Oliver Lodge, f.r.s
•
•
Human Personality
F. W. H. Myers
L{Edition) 3/9 & 8/••
The Ghost Book • •
Cynthia Asquith ,.
• • Rev. G. Vale Owen
The Priesthood of the Laity • •
1/9
40 W Stanley de Brath, m.i.c.b.
The Religion of the Spirit • •
5/4
The Language
of the
Spirit p
—
------ -------------Elizabeth Stewart
5/4
Spiritualism: Its Ideas and Ideals . bavid Gow t...............................
1/3
Survival ••
..
..
.,
L Edited by SirJames Marchant
8/Towards the Stars
.• • • ..
H. Dennis Bradley
3/10
Wisdom of the Gods ••
H, Dennis Bradley
7/10
Some New Evidence for Survival •• Rev. Charles Drayton Thomas 6/6
Death-Bed Visions
Sir William Barrett,
•
3/9
The Case for & Against Psychical Belief Edited by Carl Murchison
15/6
Man’s Survival After Death
• •
Rev. Q. L, Tweedale
HA
Guide to Mediumship ».
.,
••
E. W. and M. ti. Wallis
6/10
More Things in Heaven and Earth • • Robert Blatchford
«•
3/9
On the Threshold of the Unseen
• •
Sir
f.r.s. •
8/The Phenomena of Materialisation >9 Ztaron Von Schrenck-Notmng
21/9
One World at a Time • •.
• w
Bernard Hamilton
9 •
15/6
Healing Through Spirit Agency
R. H. Saunders ••
3/9
••
Clairvoyance & Materialisation
Oustavc Geley
•*
••
30/9

Revelations of a Society Clairvoyante
St.John Montague * •
The Chronicles of Osiris
*•
•• ‘‘ BJ Kroa” ••
The Teachings of Osiris
••
•• “FZ Eros’* ••
SECOND-HAND—IN GOOD CONDITION.

Proofs.of the Truths of Spiritualism Rev. Prof. G. Henslow, M.A* «•
The Subtle Body.................................. I G. R. S. Mead
•»
A. W. Trethewy, B A. ••
The Controls of Stainton Moses
The Physical Phenomena of Spirit
•*
ualism - •
'•
*....................... A Hereward Carrington * *
i
Paui and Albert ..
.•
.. .
.. Rev. G. Vale Owen
Mother and Son — A Pychological
study of character formation in
children •.
••
%•' ••
C.
HariZey • •
Mountain Paths
.
Maurice AfoeierZiMCA ••
The Earthen Vessel
••
••
PameZa GZenconner
Memories and Adventures
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
M etapsychical Phenomena M athod s
and Obseicyations
.• . .<
• •
J. Maxwell
••
The Foundation^ of Spiritualism
*
WAoiely SmiZA
•<
Matter. Life. Mind and God .
. JKF. AJ^re4&/foernZ< M.A B
Hope— Reflections of an optimist on
A
_the
Psychology of
Holiness.
Happiness and,Health”
Arthur W. Hopkitison * Shepherd’s Crown&r-A velnn^ nf
Essays
«»
Pamela Grey
The Earth Spirit—Symbolical and
other pieces
Millar Dunning
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